Thank you for your purchase.
The Firing Line MKII fuzz is a pedal
that calls upon the well known and
revered Tone Bender MKII circuit of
decades past. The circuit was
updated for more flexibility and to
cut some of the overwhelming
"woofiness" out of it to make it stand
out in the mix better while improving
note clarity.
It's wired up as a negative ground
circuit so you can use it with all of
the same power supplies that power
the rest of your pedalboard such as
1Spot, GodLyke etc.
Powered by a trio of audited and
selected high quality new old stock
germanium transistors. It delivers
that fat fuzz tone with the long
sustain.
The Firing Line MKII works best
when placed first in your signal
chain directly after your guitar.

Controls:

Power Requirements:

Attack:
Controls the amount of Fuzz.

Level:
Controls the overall volume.

Saturation:
An externally adjustable transistor
bias control.
Go from thick and woolly to thinner
and louder to a bit sputtery and
gated with just the twist of the
Saturation control.
Set it where you like it best.

The Firing Line MKII requires 9V DC
negative ground power source. Use
of a regulated 9V power supply is
recommended.
Fully daisychainable with modern
negative ground pedals and power
supplies.
Current Consumption 4mA

The Firing Line MKII features:
3 vintage N.O.S. (new old stock)
germanium transistors. Fully tested
and selected for the proper desired
qualities and tone.

Butcher Pedals

TrueBypass Switching
Negative ground DC power jack. It
works with all your other negative
ground pedals and power supplies.
Fits standard 2.1mm plug.

Firing Line MKII
Fuzz

Hand built quality.
Awesome vintage tone.
Warranty:
Comes with a 1year limited*
warranty against parts and
workmanship.
*see website for details.
No user serviceable parts inside.
Contact Butcher Pedals for
service, repairs and maintenance.
Butcher Pedals assumes no liability
for this product.
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